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There are three ways of creating a telemarketing list and usually, one of them is better than
the other: Self-Made Phone Number Lists, Phone Number Extraction Tools, and Bought or
Rented list.

What are the ways to build a real phone number list?
To begin successful telemarketing a business needs to have real and relevant telemarketing
lists. That brings many business owners to a halt with questions; How do I get a valid
and relevant phone number list for telemarketing? Is it necessary to have a huge
list before starting a telemarketing campaign?
There are three ways of creating a telemarketing list and usually, one of them is better than
the other: Self-Made Phone Number Lists, Phone Number Extraction Tools, and Bought or
Rented list.
1.

Self Made Phone Number Lists

Self-Collected Phone Number List is a list that you have collected yourself through
different websites using search engines like Google, Yahoo, Bing, and many more. You can
find and collect phone numbers from business directories such as Yelp, Yellow Pages, and
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many more. Simply, you have to search for the targeted business on these directories and
then you can copy-paste all details of that business on your computer. In this manner, you
can search for phone numbers on social media sites also. This is a slower method
of growing your cell phone number list but it is so much better; more targeted, up to
date, and permission-based.
The Fastest And Reliable Way To Grow Your Phone Number List
2.

Phone Number Data Collection Tools

Mobile Number Data Collection Tools are the best, cheap, and fastest ways to grow
your telemarketing lists. To survive in this competitive business world, these Phone
Number Finder Tools are the best for any call center or telemarketer to get real and
accurate phone number lists for calling. There is a powerful Phone Scraper called Cute
Web Phone Number Extractor used in telemarketing. This Phone Number
Crawlercrawls the public phone numbers from various websites. You can get thousands of
targeted phone lists in a day by using this number extractor software. This Phone
Number Extractor can be used in many fields for mobile number lists such as Real
Estate, Home Owners, Business Owners, Marketing Agencies, Freelancing, Restaurants,
and many more. By using this Phone Number Grabber, you can download the phone
number database from the internet to your computer in various formats such as CSV,
Excel, Text, etc.
3.

Buying Telemarketing Lists

Buying phone leads lists is a list that you pay for to a company that has collected huge
amounts of mobile numbers. The problem with these lists is that you don't really know who
these people are or if the cell numbers are even real and business-related. Definitely, they
are not very targeted and have not had any contact with you in the past. The downside of
using a bought list is also that it is easily regarded as spam. No one wants to get reported
for spamming. Getting blacklisted means the end of telemarketing!

Why Cute Web Phone Number Extractor Is the Fastest Way to Grow
Your Phone Number List?
Incredibly easy to install and use:
You can install and start to use the Online Phone Number Finder just in seconds.
Finds phone numbers very quickly:
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When using Mobile Number Extractor, you can find out thousands of targeted phone
numbers daily. It means you don’t need to depend on any programmer or spammer data
providing company.
Automatically removes duplicate numbers:
Cell Phone Number Extractor automatically checks for duplicate phone numbers and
removes them and you will get only a unique and relevant phone number list for
telemarketing.
Export in Different Formats:
The Web Phone Number Extractor has an export option to save all the collected data.
You can save all the extracted phone numbers in various formats for future use like CSV,
Excel, and Text files.
Find Phone Numbers by Names:
You can find anyone's phone number by name. You can find phone numbers, homeowners
phone numbers, restaurant owner phone numbers, business owners' phone numbers by
their names. Even, you can find phone numbers by mobile company codes also.
Find Mobile Numbers for Different Location/Countries:
You can find someone’s phone number by Zip Codes. For example, if you want to collect a
mobile number database for a specific country, city, or state, you just have to enter
the zip code for the targeted location, and then Contact Info Scraper provides you with a
huge phone number list for that country, city, or state.
Find Phone Number by Website URL:
You can find phone numbers from a specific website. You just have to enter the URL of the
website or if you have a list of websites, you have to enter this list in the search-bar of the
scraper, and then it will find and collect all phone numbers from these websites.
For more details, contact us:
Email: aslogger@ahmadsoftware.com
Cell Number: 03084471774
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